Ork Outlaw Motorcycle Clubs
Mektown’s society seems quite free to
the outside observer but really there’s
quite structured roles for all greenskins
and unspoken rules to follow. There’s not
many rules but the Big Meks keep a
pretty tight hold on things to stop the
kinds of fighting that has harried the city
over the years. Every Ork knows that
getting on the wrong side of Mektown’s
intelligentsia is an excellent way to get a
personal audience with Gork (or Mork,
obviously).
There’s plenty of normal biker groups
around Mektown, usually members of the
Kult of Speed and its off-shoots. These
clubs tend to be fairly benign; interested
mainly in going really, really fast and little
else. As long as they don’t wreck too
much stuff when they inevitably crash no
one has much of a problem with Speed
Freeks.

In a society as chaotic as that of the
Orks it’s somewhat remarkable that
there can even be outlaws but where
there’s wholesome Orky things to do
there’s usually at least some git doing
the opposite!

Stickin’ it to da Mek
Ork Outlaw motorcycle clubs (or MCs as
they’re commonly known) usually have
their own criminal niches to fund their
way of life as mayhem and motorcycles
don’t come cheap. There’s plenty of
underhanded business opportunities
around Da Skid for those inclined that
way and Outlaw clubs can be found
doing anything from raiding Mektown
scrap convoys to running guns for the
GRC. Other Orks don’t look too kindly on
these kinds of activities and it’s common
to hear grumbling about it in just about
any bar in the city.

Then there’s the Outlaws.
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Leading the group with a choppa in one
hand and the throttle firmly gripped in
the other, a Prezident is a formidable
foe.
Motives and ideals are as many as there
are Prezidents. Mayhem, speed, liberty,
or whatever, he’s gathered together
some like-minded boyz and rules with
grim tenacity.
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Weapons: The Prezident may be
equipped with anything from the Hand-toHand, Gunz, Armour, and Stikkbombz
lists.

8 teef
When the Prezident is busy the VP will
get the job done. Utterly loyal to the
club, the VP keeps track of the many
practical aspects of running a charter
that the Prezident doesn’t have the time
or interest to deal with. They’re usually
pretty adept at putting the boot in where
necessary too, ensuring fierce loyalty
and a brutal reputation for the club.
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The Bad Meks who join Outlaw MCs tend
to be very skilled at what they do, much
more experienced than the Spanner
Boyz found in most Ork mobs, even if
their talents are somewhat more
specialised. Tired of working surrounded
by hundreds of other Mekboys they want
a life where they’re not beholden to
anyone and can spend as much time as
they like tinkering with the bikes they are
so passionate about.
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Weapons: Bad Meks may be equipped
with anything from the Hand-to-Hand,
Gunz, Armour, and Stikkbombz lists.

0 - 1 VP
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Bad Mek
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Weapons: The VP may be equipped with
anything from the Hand-to-Hand, Gunz,
Armour, and Stikkbombz lists.

Keep It In Da Club: Outlaw Motorcycle
Clubs do not trust anyone else to work
on their vehicles or equipment and make
it a point of pride to do the work
themselves. You may never go to
Mektown to get anything repaired or
kustomised. Instead each Bad Mek can
work on a vehicle or piece of equipment
after a battle, assuming they did not go
Out of Action. Roll just as if you were
going to Mektown and the work still
costs D6 teef.
Speshulist: Outlaw Biker Mobs attract
Bad Meks who specialise in bikes
allowing a single Bad Mek to maintain up
to four bikes, rather than the usual three.
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further D6 teef after each and every
battle, even if the Nomad does not take
part. The cost is not fixed and should be
rolled each time to see how heavy a toll
the warrior is taking on the chapter’s
resources. If a Nomad dies following a
battle then there is nothing to pay postbattle.
Nomad Characteristics: Nomads are
tough as hobnailed boots and tend to
have their own specialties. However it
takes a while before it’s clear what their
strengths are. After you have paid for a
Nomad you should generate their statline
using the table below. Nomads have 6
advances although they may not
increase any characteristic by more than
+2 (re-roll if a third identical advance
comes up).

D6

Advance

1

+1 Leadership

2

+1 Ballistic Skill

3

+1 Weapon Skill
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Roll a further D6:
1: +1 Leadership
2: +1 WS
3: +1 Strength
4: +1 Toughness
5: +1 Wound
6: +1 Attacks

5-6

Roll a further D6:
1 - 2: Random Driving skill
3 - 4: Random Outlaw Skill
5 - 6: Roll a further D6:
1: Deadeye (Dakka)
2: Gunboy (Odd)
3: Bomber (Dakka)
4: Thick Skull (Muscle)
5: Kool (Dakka)
6: ‘Ard as Nails (Muscle)

Once you’ve generated a Nomad he will
stay with your chapter until you decide
you do not wish to pay for him any
longer. If you cannot pay him before a
battle he will not take part and you may
not hire another Nomad until after the
next battle.
As previously mentioned Nomads bring
their own kit; choose one of the following
combinations for the Nomad:
•
•
•
•

Kannon + Frag Stikkbombs
Shoota + Krak Stikkbombs
Slugga + Club/Choppa + Firewater
Six-Shoota + Club/Choppa +
Firewater
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Outlaw Biker mobs may use two-handed
Gunz when riding their motorcycles as
long as they don’t make any turns during
the movement phase. The usual -1 to hit
modifier from thrusting applies as
normal.

Experience
Ork Outlaw Motorcycle Clubs use the
same table for advances as normal Ork
mobs (see page 57 of Da Uvver Book).
Underdog bonuses apply as normal.
Type of Warrior

Initial Experience
Points

Prezident

60 + D6

VP

30 + D6

Bad Mek

60 + D6

Full Patch
Member

20 + D6

Prospekt

0

Cunnin'

Dakka

Odd

Outlaw
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VP

Y
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Bad Mek
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Y

Full Patch
Member

Y

N

Y
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Y

N

Y

Prospekt

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

Muscle

Driving

Ferocity

Skill Table

Outlaw MC Advance Table
2D6 Result
2

Know-wots.
Choose any skill table and
randomly generate a skill from it.

3-4

Know-wots.
Choose one of the standard skill
tables for the warrior and
randomly generate a skill from it.

5

‘Arder. Roll a D6
1 - 3: +1 Strength, 4 - 6: +1
Attacks

6

‘Arder. Roll a D6
1 - 3: +1 BS, 4 - 6: +1 WS

7

Outlaw. Roll on the Outlaw table.

8

‘Arder. Roll a D6
1 - 3: +1 WS, 4 - 6: +1 BS

9

‘Arder. Roll a D6
1 - 3: +1 Wounds, 4 - 6: +1
Toughness

1011

Know-wots.
Choose one of the standard skill
tables for the warrior and
randomly generate a skill from it.

12

Know-wots.
Choose any skill table and
randomly generate a skill from it.
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which he participates.

to attach his bike to a
vehicle in the same way as
a boarding plank. This is
not constrained by facing
the way a boarding plank
is, but any passengers
may not use the chain to
board.

3 - Blood Axe. This Ork is
naturally cunnin’. He may
go on Overwatch even
when aboard a vehicle
(though he must remain
stationary as normal).
4 - Deffskull. This Ork is
especially good at lootin’.
You may roll 2D6 for his
income and choose
whichever D6 result you
wish.
5 - Goff. This Ork was
made for fightin’. More so
than usual, we mean. He
is immune to Fear and
Terror.
6 - Evil Sun. This Ork was
spored to ride! All Thrust
tests are at +1.
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Shadez The Ork wears headgear
to protect his eyes from
the harsh glare of the sun.
He receives +1 to his
Leadership for tests to
control a vehicle.
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One Fer This Ork is partial to
Da Road strong liquor before a

fight. At the start of each
battle roll a D6. On a 1 the
warrior has over indulged
and is subject to the rules
for Frenzy.
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Chain
Fighta

The Ork is adept at
attacking larger vehicles
from his bike, and carries
the right equipment for it.
He now counts as being
armed with a chain (see
page 53 of Da Roolz), and
in addition he may use it
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This Ork really has a
Nice
Place Ya knack for encouraging
Got ‘Ere... generosity in others. When
earning income you may
roll an additional D6 for
this Ork. Nomads must reroll this skill.

Income
Outlaws earn their teef in a number of
different
ways
including
robbery,
intimidation, and arms trafficking.
Between games it’s up to mob members
to raise funds through these channels.
The Prezident organises things, buys
new gear, and generally runs the charter
and the Bad Meks look after vehicles and
weapons, so it’s up to the other club
members. The VP and Full Patch
Members each earn D6 teef while
Prospekts earn D3 teef.
Should you roll three or more 6s the
something has gone awry. Roll a D6 for
each mobster earning income. On a roll
of a 1 they’ve sustained a Serious Injury.
Re-roll Captured and treat Bitter Emnity
as Full Recovery.
‘Ardboyz bonuses apply as with any
other mob and income should be put
through the table on page 65 of Da
Uvver Book to determine profits.
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